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yield from the cultivated land was poor. As a result they
risked their lives to collect the meagre quantities of honey,
wax, firewood and sour fruits. In spite of the precarious
nature of the tide country, people came here to eke out
their livelihood. When Nilima advised her husband Nirmal
not to support the squatters who occupied the Morichjhapi,
Nirmal said that Morichjhapi wasn‘t really forest even
before the arrival of the squatters. Part of it was already
used by the government for plantations and so on. Danger
to environment was a sham, a political machinery to evict
the poorest of the poor. They had no place to go.
When Nilima came and settled in Lusibari, she was
astounded to find that in the tide country girls were brought
up on the assumption that they would become widows in
their thirties, if they are lucky. If not, they would become
widows in their twenties. This belief was so ingrained in
their minds that when the men folk went fishing it was their
customary practice to dress like widows. ―They would put
away their marital reds and dress in white saris; they would
take off their bangles and wash the vermilion from their
heads. It was as if they were trying to hold misfortune at
bay by living through it over and over again‖ (HT, 80). This
is the true condition of human beings in Sunderbans.
When such is the condition, where does the protection of
wild animals come? It is not the question of who should
live there. Let human beings also live there symbiotically
with nature is the request of supporters of
anthropocentrism.
The tide country people feared and respected the
tiger and saw it just another inhabitant of the Sunderbans.
They did not romanticise the tiger nor felt it to be protected
from them. Contrary to this is Piya who considered it as the
‗other‘. Her attitude towards it is allomorphic. When Fokir
and the villagers killed a tiger, she was angry with Fokir.
She expressed her view that every being has a right to live
on this earth and we human beings don‘t have any right to
kill them. There must be a symbiotic relationship between
beings. Even though there is the acceptance of certain
rights of non-human beings, it is strictly secondary to
human world. In another context, regarding excavation of
pools for the tigers by the forest department, Nilima
exhorted, ―Just imagine that!…They are providing water for
tigers! In a place where nobody thinks twice about human
beings going thirsty!‖ (HT,240). She warned Kanai not to
go into the forest as it would be inviting danger. When
Kanai laughed and brushed it aside, she gave a statistics
that over hundred people died every year in the Indian part
of Sunderbans alone. Amitav Ghosh is of the view that this
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presence of a character who is prepared to lay down his
life for his sense of personal dignity. The traditional view is
that the fall of a great man can excite pity and fear,
whereas the fall of the common man- a man like ourselves
not tragic but merely pathetic. Great passions are found
only in great man. Others argue that the impact of tragedy
lies in our sympathetic identification with the hero and this
is more likely to be achieved if the hero is like us.
According to the democratic concept, all men are
potentially great and therefore their rank or stature is
irrelevant to the largeness of spirit. This principle has found
its expression in ―Death of a Sales man‖ through the
adulterous father, the marginalised mother and ‗Way ward‘
children, family‘s battles to pay bills, unemployment, spite,
loss, let but unexpressed love, guilt and shame and self
reliance.
Conclusion
William Hawkins is of the opinion, ―Death of a
Salesman is a play written along the lives of the finest
classical tragedy. It is the revelation of a man‘s downfall, in
destruction whose roots are entirely in his own soul‖. The
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play is a fervent query into the great American dream of
success as it strips to the core to castaway from the race
for recognition and money. The failure of a great potential
could never be so moving or so universally understandable
as is the fate of a Willy Doman, because his happiness
could have been so carry to attain.
However it is difficult to regard Death of a salesman
as a high tragedy in the right of Aristotle‘s definition of
tragedy. Yet it is a successful work in the light of Miller‘s
own view of tragedy. Willy Loman certainly shows an
intensity of commitment to his view of success and his fate
certainly arouses are deepest sympathy.
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narrator achieves her dream of becoming a writer, which
was discouraged by her husband.
The narrator mistakes admiration for ideal love. Her
husband is a Maoist, fighting against social evils, which
creates an aura around him. The protagonist confesses, ―I
loved this sense of adventure. I loved his idealism, I found
the dogmatic obsession endearing‖ (WHY28). The quest
for love and hero worship of a young girl, are the reasons
for the marriage. She acknowledges, ―I fell in love with a
man I married because when he spoke about the
revolution it seems more intense than any poetry, more
moving than any beauty‖ (WHY89).The narrator enters into
her married life with beautiful romantic ideals, but she falls
a prey to a psychopath, leading to a broken marriage.
Kandasamy invokes the opinion of other poets to affirm the
situation of the protagonist. Her failed love reflects Anne
Sexton‘s Admonitions to a Special Person‟.
Watch out for love
unless it is true
and every part of you says yes including the toes
it will wrap you like a mummy
and your scream won‘t be heard
and none of your running will end. (qtd. in WHY147)
Confirming the maladjustment of power in Indian
marriages, the narrator of this novel suffers loss of identity,
alienation and humiliation at the hands of her husband.
She leads a life of enslavement, and she does not even
have the right to dress up as she likes, ―Nothing loud,
nothing eye-catching, nothing beautiful. I should look like a
woman who no one wants to look at or more accurately,
whom no one ever sees‖ (WHY18). The husband‘s
suspicion shocks the young wife. He restricts her from
using social media or any means of communication with
the outer world. He adopts hideous means to deactivate
her Facebook account. He sets a burning matchstick to his
left elbow, demanding her to cut off her Facebook account.
Facebook is the means through which a writer could easily
contact the outer world. She realizes that it is not just
deactivating, ―I know that it is an act of career suicide‖
(WHY52). The husband is not satisfied with the
deactivation; he demands her email password. In the
name of intimacy, he starts replying to her emails cosigned by him. The wife confesses, ―I feel nauseous. I feel
robbed off my identity‖ (WHY55). The husband wants to
change her old mobile number promising to get a new
local Mangalore number. After ten days, he gets a SIM
card in some other name and orders her not to share her
number with anyone. The young woman literally feels
caged.
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Psychological abuse is the precursor to the other
forms of domestic violence. The psychological abuse can
be classified as criticising the partner, isolation,
domination, verbal aggression and threatening. The
heroine of the novel is obviously the victim of psychological
abuse; she suffers evidently in all these ways. She is
isolated in the new place and is constantly criticised by her
partner. Kandasamy identifies an abuser‘s mind-setthus,
―She is working on the principle that to consult a man is to
make him feel like a king and to report to him is to make
him feel like a god. She tells him that she was ironing the
clothes. Or that she scrubbed the toilet clean. She
continues to enumerate her list with a note of requisite
humility until a look of satisfaction flashes across his face‖
(WHY19). Only domesticity and house hold chores bring
contentment in the face of the husband.
Domestic violence is usually hushed away in the third
world countries, particularly in India. India has a lot of rules
to be a good Indian wife. When the victim is abused
persistently, she is helpless and perplexed. Even the
parents of the victim tend to have a detached attitude in
the dispute between married couples. When the narrator
confides in her mother about her husband‘s suspicious
nature, the mother advises, ―Suspicion is in the nature of
men; it is in the nature of love‖ (WHY56). The mother
advises that it is better to go by the words of the husband
and not to have privacy to ward off his suspicions. The
parents are stubborn that the daughter should not come
out of the wedlock. The father advises, ―Tolerance, just
tolerate‖ (WHY68), knowing very well the trauma that his
daughter endures. Her father further says, ―If you break off
your marriage, everyone in town will mock me. They will
say your daughter ran away in less than six months. It will
reflect on your upbringing‖ (WHY159). More than the grief
of the daughter, the opinion of the society remains the
major concern for the parents. Even though they tell their
daughter that they will support her, still they are opposed
to the decision of breaking the marital bond. They keep on
counselling her, ―Hold your tongue, he is your husband not
your enemy‖ (WHY160). So the young woman is wrapped
up in silence and retracts into her shell.
Abusive relationship is not incessant but there is an
ebb and tide of violence. It is challenging for a woman to
take a decision in an abusive relationship, as there is a
period of silence, where one tends to move on with the
relationship. Generally, the peak of domestic violence is
considered to be physical abuse; it involves injuring a
person; raping or even murdering a person. Victims feel
shameful, confused and shocked facing physical abuse.
The reasons for a physical abuse may be trivial. The
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narrator explains her pain, ―The cord of my Mac Book
which left thin red welts on my arms. The back of the
broomstick that pounded me across the length of my back.
The writing pad whose edges found my knuckles. His
brown leather belt. Broken ceramic plates after a brief
journey as flying saucers. The drain hose of the washing
machine‖ (WHY69). Violence against women is primarily
due to subordination of women in the society. The unequal
power distribution gives way to gender-based violence.
Sexual violence is most traumatic and has profound impact
on physical and mental health of an individual.
Rape is the highest form of physical abuse, where an
individual‘s self-esteem is shattered. ―Rape is about both
sex and power, because the two are interconnected in the
way male sexuality is constructed and experienced by
men‖ (Bell 83-100). Sexual intercourse without the consent
of the spouse in a marital relationship is a crime
recognised by the law in various countries. Rape is mere
perversion of mind. The victim suffers a nightmare long
after the harrowing experience. In the novel When I Hit
You, the narrator is raped by her husband when she
refuses to open her mouth. He uses abusive language and
attacks her physically and verbally, ―fucking cheap whore.
Next time you taunt me with your silence, I will tear your
fucking cunt apart. Now say sorry bitch‖ (WHY164). One
cannot understand the agony of the victim until one faces a
similar plight. The young wife feels like a corpse after
being raped. She feels, ―The share of rape is the shame of
the unspeakable. Women have found it easier to jump into
fire, consume poison; blow themselves as suicide
bombers, than tell another soul what happened‖
(WHY169). The young wife is raped regularly by her
husband. She begins to be a receptacle of physical abuse,
verbal abuse and emotional abuse. The husband‘s main
intention is that the women should not derive any pleasure
from sex and he enjoys taunting his wife by calling her
names. The abuser‘s mind-set is displayed through his
words, ―You dream of the day when you will carry your
cunt into another man‘s bed. Well don‘t. When I am
through, what you have will be torn and tattered. After a
child, it will not be recognisable‖ (WHY176). He works
towards disabling his own wife and reducing her to ashes.
―Fight or Flight‖ (WHY61) is the question running in
the mind of the young wife. Even after undergoing such
horrid experiences, the young woman has a hope which
ties her down from fleeing. Running away from a marriage
is like shaming one‘s parents in the Indian society. Apart
from the humiliation of the society, women lack economic
independence to walk out of the marriage. The husband is
a great manipulator who gives a different picture of
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himself. ―The doting husband in the presence of his
colleagues, the harassed victim of a suspicious to his male
friends, the unjustly emasculated man to my female
friends, the pleading son-in-law to my parents‖ (WHY185).
The husband gives a fair picture of himself to the society
and behind doors proves to be a maniac, instilling fear in
his wife. He wants to chain her down as a hostage, and
plans to have a child. The burden of having a child will not
let anyone walk away from marriage. The family pressure
and the societal pressure will be too much, staking one‘s
life. The young woman‘s mother supports the idea of
having a child, ―Babies have that effect, they can tame
brutes‖ (WHY198). The young woman is determined not to
have a baby and she applies her culinary techniques to
avoid pregnancy. She secures her ―womb‘s liberty‖
(WHY201) through her cooking. The silent retaliation
proves to be fruitful.
When I Hit You is a survival story of a woman writer
and a feminist. It highlights that gender oppressive
ideology is firmly rooted, inspite of education, class and
profession. The young woman is constantly restricted by
her husband. She vents her passion by writing love letters
to imaginary lovers and deletes them before her husband
comes home. But the whole pain is documented as a book
by the protagonist towards the end of the story. The work
can be read as Kunstlerroman proving how the
experiences of trauma, abuse, fear, resilience, negotiation
and hope shape the young woman to become a writer. The
husband in Why I Hit You always has the fear of
documentation of his personal life. He hates the idea of
women writing and label them as immoral, ―Depression is
the word isn‘t it? Three inches of cleavage, two books of
poetry, plenty of sex and depression that‘s all it takes to
make a woman a famous writer. Beginning from Sylvia
Plath to Kamala Das that is the only trajectory you have all
followed‖ (WHY151). The husband brands women writers
as immoral, following a bohemian way of life. He tries to
curb her creativity and intellectual acumen. His patriarchal
mind-set perceives if a woman writes she will go astray.
His definition of an ideal woman is just a doormat.
Conclusion
―Bruised but alive‖ (WHY213), the protagonist returns
to her parental home. She leaves from Mangalore with a
shoulder bag, Passport, ATM card and laptop. The young
wife ponders, ―I shed this miserable city like a second skin‖
(WHY213). The final encounter with her husband is a
clarion call for liberation. She is informed by one of her
husband‘s cousin that her husband is already a married
man. This news strips him of his manhood and ownership.
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This gives her enough courage to retaliate against him.
The husband threatens to kill her, He abuses her verbally
and physically. The young woman proves to be an epitome
of strength and choose to lead a life on her own. She
confesses, ―I am anti-fragile. I have been made not break‖
(WHY219). She doesn‘t wait as a victim. The paper
highlights a gender-based society and the ordeal of a
battered woman evolving as a successful writer. It
questions the patriarchal dictatorship and the silence of the
victims. Language and literature showcase the identity of
women, influencing them to be the sculptors of their own
destiny without any resentment.
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Abstract
Teaching students to be literate is one of our greatest challenges. The class-room environment has been changing from now and
then. In the changed situation of the modern world, a great number of challenges are faced by language teachers. People those who do
not speak English their transient rate is very high. In a new language, the great number of people those who make them proficient will
be a very difficult process. Sometimes, the procedure will make you annoyed and agonizing. As far as a concerned student, to learn a
new language much language support is the need for the learners. Master skills of language, like reading, writing, speaking and
listening are needed to be practiced by the learners. Through programmed instruction that can be achieved which is a procedure of
providing new substance of a discussion to learners in a systematic way. The main advantage of this system is, through programmed
material learners can work according to their disposal, and their language skills will be tested after each step. Computer-assisted
learning teaching can perform a very important part, in furnishing different language experience, when they will learn the new language.
As far as concerned English language learners, computer-assisted education can be added teaching instrument for language learners.
Verbal interaction will help them to get a good language environment in which learners are continuously get involved in language
activities. It is necessary that children are to be get involved in the integration between each other. So that, through communication,
language learning can be done. Computer-assisted learning can be used to improve reading ability and interest as well. Vocabulary
skills, knowledge, and writing skills too can be acquired through programmed instruction. Recording conversation is a great way to get
the maximum benefits from a conversation with a native speaker
Keywords: Language acquisition, transition rates, language experience. Programmed instruction, computer-assisted learning and
teaching, and teaching verbal interaction and recording.

Introduction
Teaching can be defined as the organisation of
material. Class-room Techniques can create an
environment, where sufficient learning can take place. The
teaching technique and materials both have almost equal
importance. In the changed situation, teaching students to
be literate is one of the notably large difficult task. The
class-room circumstances have been changing day by
day. The large student population, who do not speak
English are difficult to deal with the teachers and having a
great transitory rank
Programmed Instruction is to be defined as a
research-based system, and it is a mode of furnishing
substance of a discussion to learners in different levels of
quality carefully regulated pace too. Through which, they
can learn the things themselves, according to their like and
dislike, and notably that after each stage, their
understanding levels are examined. Along with it,
programmed instruction synthesis the two aspects;
techniques and materials in one unified modality and
becomes capable of acquiring the language. This unified
presentation of the teaching-learning done otherwise in the
class-room, has proved to have added advantages. The
theory of programming is conceived as a process and a
74

structure in the contest of its instructional objectives and
potentials. When a course is programmed, it is broken into
the very minute and carefully arranged steps through
which you reason your way.
English Language Learning
In general, languages are skill subjects. English is the
only foreign language which has elevated to the rank of
our second language; it is more so being. It is also a global
language, link language, associate language and the
medium if instruction in universities and colleges, and
heaving great literature and knowledge, of science, and
technique of trade and commerce
Only through habit formation, language skill can
acquire: no one can simply acquire it from others. Without
a concerted effort, knowledge of language system will not
be enough to become proficient in communication like
natural science and physical science. That is to say, a
great extent of habit formation is necessary for learning a
language. Sustained and constant practice is the basis of
his mastery of the language. The learner has to keep at
bay the habit of speaking his mother tongue and has to
cultivate a fresh set of habits. And it is too desirable to
retain the initial enthusiasm and interest of the learners.
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Though imbibing English can be demanding and longdelayed one, which seems that it is also very importance to
study and can produce more occasions in life.
Schooling a recent language is an excellent concept
with several sense. That admit you to exchange
information with the new community. Through which you
can see anything with dissimilar responsive or attain broad
discerning of one more civilization. That will enable you to
come to be exceptional header, studies have proved that
has health benefits too. Namely, the people those who
speak bilingual languages have more healthy minds later
in life.
As I mentioned above, English language learning that
assists you to conduct journey to any place you desire,
and it is the global language of communication, arts,
science and so. Through this language, you can approach
approximately possible for yourself, and it is the greatest
effective language you can acquire today.
In a progressively inter-related and universal world,
the significance of schooling English cannot be
exaggerated. The great number of migrants who was
touring across the world from non- English speaking
countries each year. The ability to communicate in English,
effectively, is a token to enter the main stream of English
speaking countries. Practical knowledge to use English will
create a large number of opportunities in global markets
and domains
English as a link language
English has been used as a link language across the
globe; it is used as a general method of communication for
speechmaker of the distinct first language. It is also known
as Lingua Franca( E.L.F ) is also characterized practically
by its use in universal communication instead properly by
it's associating to aboriginal conversationist standard, while
on the contrary, when English is used as a foreign
language, which is intended to come upon the aboriginal
people's accepted standard and to present eminence to
original conversationist and educational visible feature, at
the same time, lingua franca has been used for centuries.
To learn E.L.F, close attention should be given to the
intellectual discourse on globalisation: It is simultaneously
the consequence and principal language medium of the
globalizing process.
The manner of English is used as a link language is
gloriously depend on the special position of application. In
a general manner talking ‗ELF' interaction on concentrate
on action instead of external appearance put it differently,
conversational effectiveness is more crucial than
correction. As a result, reciprocal action of ‗ELF' is
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generally a mixture of two or more things. Lecture make
suitable to teach. Today English is a common Lingua
Franca across the globe. According to some estimates,
almost 80% of English speakers in the world are nonnative speakers.
A period of time, certain researchers clasp namely,
English as a ‗lingua franca ‗is an impartial and a civilization
free tool, others possess that it bears the culture language
of its speakers. Current lexical discussion by foreign
language expert approaches the interactive artistic and
grammatical backdrop as a facture domination language
achievement. Very often ‗EFL', is used between nonaboriginal people of English but this does not mean that
aboriginal people are not excluded from ‗EFL'
conversation. Despite, invariably, they make a small group
of a conversationalist.
Programmed Instruction as a Technique to Develop
Language Skills
Programmed Instruction, however, synthesis the two
aspect, techniques and materials one unified modality and
becomes capable of acquiring the language perhaps more
effectively. This unified presentation of the teaching,
learning done otherwise in the classroom has proved to
have added advantages.
For the great number of people in a new language,
making it more suitable to do well in a new language is a
vary challenging process. This series of action sometimes
may be caused pain and annoyed, the student studying a
new language enough, enough language backing is
needed to learn English as their second language learner
should have various language experiences. That is,
language skills are to be practised by the learners.
Electronic devices and other kinds of learning apparatus
are frequently used to present the text even though books
may also be used.
The English language teacher should provide a
language-rich environment in which learners are engaged
constantly language activities. Students are to be
communicated with one another. Hence, learning through
communication can occur. This type of environment can be
achieved through computer-assisted programmed
instruction. Also, it can act as a tool to improve oral
exchange, and different interactive choices are also there.
The story can be read by the student involving genuine
sounds, which read aloud, sound effect and music.
1.

Listening Skills
Nowadays high speed, high stress, and high tech
world, the process of expressing the idea is more
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importance than before. Nevertheless, we see, very limited
time to dedicate reality listening to everyone. Real listening
has suited not happening very often, the present of time; It
makes it easier to construct relationship dealing with
problems make sure comprehension, resolve conflicts and
to become the better state of being correct. At career
intended listening means net as many as mistakes and
smaller time of waist, confront the communicator and
preserve looking directly at each other speaking to
somebody when they scrutinize space, learn a computer
monitor, in a large number of countries in the western part
of the world's eyes meeting is carefully considered as a
most important ingredient of effective conversation.
1.1 Be attentive but relaxed
Now that you have made eyes contact don't have to
look fixedly at another person, you can watch at a distance
from time to time and continue as a common man.
2. Communicative Skill
English is the like language of the world, a common
language that people, with variety of aboriginal languages,
can use to exchange ideas the more able to speak, you
are in English the more able to speak , you are in English
the more pastime, thrilling, and the ability to see at
discussion you can have. To show yourself able to use in
English, you require a large number of diversity of words
and the accurate pronunciation, through computer-assisted
programmed instruction, that can be acquired.
2.1. Study words in Phrases and Chunks
It is significant that you can study words in phrases
and chunks through programmed learning. Words like a
pint of beer, a glass of wine, a cup of tea, a pot of coffee
etc. Those phrases are better to learn than merely wine,
beer, tea and so on. Computer-assisted learning activities
will enable you to learn a large number of vocabulary, but if
you did not succeed to say them accurately, you will not be
realized, that appear like a bootless errand.
2.2 Practice with music and movies
Listening to music in English and music with a song is
one of the best devices for studying inflexion
pronunciation. Hearing to and the chanting song might also
assist you to keep in mind glossary and wording, and it will
help you learn to articulate English accent of sound more
commonly. By unconsciously imitating the singer. You will
learn to pronounce phrases the way native speakers do.
2.3 Talk to yourself
Through programmed learning activities by word your
premeditated loudly or describing your activities and it can
be the very productive method to use spoken very. By
lecturing to yourself, you can get involve into more
articulate in explaining your logic into spoken words.
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3.

Reading
Reading ability can be boosted by using various
methods of applied science, Computer-assisted
programmed instruction can increase the internet level to
reading. One more advantage of using electronic devices
for reading direction is that computer tender instantaneous
response on accomplishment. These devices can also
support additional proceeding when essential. According to
a case and transport (1999), students have been able to
improve their word skills, accuracy, fluency and
comprehension.
Through this method, the material is presented in a
logical and tested series. To text, materials are divided into
small segments or larger. After each step, the question is
given to learners, to test their apprehension. At another
time, at once the appropriate answer is exposed. This
means, the scholar at all levels generate a reaction and is
accustomed instant awareness of conclusion. There was
great emphasis on training. One of the principal methods is
the use of film as a class coaching technique, at first, film
was very large at bestowing survey of a place of activity or
an application.
Programmed learning is a provocation of regulation;
this means in the broad sense that learning material and
the manner too, is an entire arrangement. The goals of the
programme are mentioned in condition which are aimed
and can be shared. In it, a pre-examination is conducted,
or the primary attitude is declared, a post-examination is
given. The physical substances have been evaluated and
corrected according to the developmental process. The
materials are assembled to pre- arranged design. The
physical substance is organised in a suitable tread. Any
how the scholar has to react seriously: To confirm
reactions preparations are to be shaped. The learning
method is suitable for the text and the learner. The subject
is designed to be accomplished at this student's own.
Speed or bestowed in an appearance that matches the
scholar. The use of development testing was characteristic
studying. The separation of the distinctive schedule into
little portion is characteristic of programmed learning. Its
main focus is to bring desirable change in the cognitive
domain of the learner's behaviour. The responses of the
learners are strictly controlled by the programmer.
Besides, international purposes, it can also be employed
as a mechanism of feedback device for improving learning
efficiency under this mode of instruction, the student is
active and proceeds at his result. However, the physical
presence of the teacher is not essential in this strategy.
Major principles of programmed instruction are ‗small step,
active responding, immediate confirmation, self –pacing,
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and student testing which are helpful to develop language
skills.
4. Writing skill
As exposed, computer and operating system can
assist English language learner to improve work skills and
information. Computer-assisted programmed learning can
also help E.L.L students to develop their writing skills too.
Conclusion
Computer-assisted guidance has been exhibited in a
sphere of learning to promote schooling in different ways.
A computer can be used in aids in teaching the English
language. Learner in essential academic subjects like
reading, and writing. Data processing machine can assist
in terminology advancement along with rhetorical language
development. Eventually, nevertheless, it is substantial to
identify that data processor are not an alternative for
efficient learning. Computers are the device, they are
commonly one type of additive to the common scholar,
while they progress their English language skills.
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USE OF ‘COMIC STRIPS’ AS ‘TEST-MATERIALS’ FOR ATTRIBUTING
‘CONSEQUENTIAL VALIDITY’
D. Christina Sagaya Mary
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Abstract
The study aims at measuring the efficiency of employing „Comic Strips‟ as a „test-material‟ for measuring the skills of „Writing‟ and
in offering „Consequential Validity.‟ The experiment was conducted in a class of fifty-eight heterogeneous L2 learners at the tertiary
level. The „test-takers‟ were instructed to convert the prescribed text into „Comic Strips‟ through „Peer- performance‟ in tune with L2
facilitator‟s assistance. The results of the study show that the method of testing warrants „Consequential Validity‟ with the „test-taker‟
showing a greater degree of „grammatical accuracy‟ in their „Performance.‟
Key Terms: „Comic Strips‟, „Consequential Validity,‟ Test-Takers‟, „Peer-Performance‟

Introduction
The paper examines if the use of ‗Comic Strips‘ as ‗test-material‘ is successful in enhancing the ‗Writing‘ skills of the
‗test-takers‘ while offering ‗Consequential Validity‘ in a heterogeneous classroom at the tertiary level. The ‗test-takers‘ were
instructed to convert a prose text into a ‗Comic Strip‘ through ‗peer-collaboration‘ and systemic counseling from the L2
facilitator.
Hypothesis
Employing ‗Comic Strips‘ as ‗test-materials‘ for measuring ‗Writing Skills‘ of the ‗test-taker‘ in a heterogeneous L2
classroom at the tertiary level enhances its acquisition and offers ‗Consequential Validity.'
Review of Literature
In the words of Hughes (2010:26): ‗A test is said to be valid if it measures accurately what it is intended to measure.‘
Davidson and Lynch (2002:9) discuss the possibility of collecting feedback from the students in terms of ‗Consequential
Validity.‘ In addition to which Bachman (2010:282) draws attention to the practical usefulness of the test. In the words of
Fulcher (2013:12), ‗The notion of Consequential Validity extends the possible responsibility of the test developer to all
uses of the test.
Messick(1989) ‗Validity is an integrated evaluative judgement of the degree to which empirical evidence and
theoretical rationales support the adequacy and appropriateness of inferences and actions based on test scores or other
modes of assessment.
Slomp et al. (2014:277) review the view of Lane (2013), who had said that there is absence of systematic approach
for acquiring consequential validity evidence. Slomp et al. (2014:277) are of the view that ‗Consequential Validity' evidence
is required only when ‗Content', ‗Construct' and ‗Predictive Validity' had failed.
While reviewing the views on the importance of ‗Test Validity‘ in measuring the skills of English, the researcher
concludes that the use of ‗Comic Strips‘ to measure the ‗Writing‘ skills of the ‗test- takers‘ in a heterogeneous classroom at
the tertiary level warrants ‗Consequential Validity.‘
Methodology
The experiment was conducted in a class of fifty-eight L2 learners constituting a heterogeneous group at the tertiary
level. The reading material prescribed for the ‗test-takers‘ is ‗The Rainbow of the Intellect.‘ The L2 facilitator cum
researcher had divided the ‗test-takers‘ into groups of ten consisting of six members each. While each group is assigned a
particular text like Bradbury‘s ‗A Sound of Thunder‘, they are expected to transform it into a short story as part on the
innovative testing process. The final project should contain only the department number of the ‗test-takers‘ to ensure parity
in scoring. The time duration allotted for the preparation of ‗Comic Strips‘ is ninety days. The ‗test-takers‘ perform through
‗peer-collaboration‘ and systemic counselling from the L2 facilitator. The performance process is defined in terms of:
 Development of the Plot
 Attribution of a Narrative Technique
 Formulation of dialogues
 Illustration of Characters
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Designing the Comic Strips
Finalization and submission of the entire project
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Findings and Analysis
Table 1 Acquisition of ‘Writing’ skills
Acquisition of Writing Skills
SDA
DA N
Created a lot of opportunities for writing
4
8
3
Made writing an interesting activity
3
2
5
Improved my writing skills
0
5
6

A
22
19
19

SA
21
29
28

Total
58
58
58

Graph 1. Acquisition of ‘Writing’ skills

Table 1 and Graph 1 indicate that the use of ‗Comic Strips‘ as ‗test-materials‘ had made ‗writing‘ an interesting activity
while creating opportunities for ‗Writing.‘ It further indicates that the preparation of ‗Comic Strips' enhances the acquisition
of ‗Writing skills.'
Hypothesis Verification
Null Hypothesis
The use of ‗Comic Strips‘ to measure the ‗Writing‘ skills of English fails to enhance the acquisition of ‗Writing' skills.
Alternate Hypothesis
The use of ‗Comic Strips‘ to measure the ‗Writing‘ skills of English enhance the acquisition of ‗Writing‘ skills
Null Hypothesis could be rejected based on the results from data analysis. An alternate hypothesis could be taken
into consideration.
Conclusion
The researcher views that the use of ‗Comic Strips‘ to measure the skills of ‗Writing‘ at the tertiary level in a
heterogeneous classroom as an effective method of innovative testing as exemplified by the views of Alderson et al (2005:
228-229), which says language tests should become more innovative and reflective of the trends in applied linguistics.
The projects submitted by the ‗test-takers‘ evidence their proficient ‗writing skills‘ effectuated by the following factors:
 Innovative ‗test-materials‘
 Scope for creativity in performance
 Stress-Free preparation and performance zone
 Facilitator‘s periodic counseling and objective involvement
 Extended test duration
 Peer-performance
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The ‗test-taker‘s‘ ability to employ different tense forms is identified as follows:
Tense Forms
Examples
Simple Present Tense I wish to fight You.
Simple Past Tense
He stabbed me.
Simple Future
I shall not draw my sword.
Present Continuous
Hello, gentlemen, I am looking for Romeo.
The researcher further highlights the use of different ‗Grammatical Items‘ employed by the ‗test-taker‘ in the narrative
namely:
 The use of Modal Auxiliaries
E.g. 1) Will I come back alive? (Appendix A)
2) You could change the Election results.
 The use of ‗Main‘ and Subordinate Clauses‘
E.g. He is alive and well- the Main clause. (Appendix B)
While Mercurio is dead- Subordinate Clause.
 Use of ‗Conditional Clause‘.
E.g. If you don‘t have it in you pull the trigger. Then you shouldn‘t have even come here. (Appendix C)
 Degrees of Comparison
E.g. I know you better than that Benvolio. (Appendix D)
The researcher equally highlights the use of different ‗Kinds of Sentences‘ like:
 Statement
E.g. Here comes the Man am seeking. (Appendix E)
 Imperative
E.g. Just shut up and put on your Bio-suit. (Appendix F)
 Interrogative
E.g. When do we kill the Dinosaurs? (Appendix G)
While referring to the concept of ‗Test Validity‘ been warranted by the method of testing, the researcher clarifies that
the method of testing assures of ‗Face Validity‘ by testing the ‗test-takers‘ ‗Writing‘ skills quite directly. The method of
testing positively impacts the performance psychology of the ‗test-takers‘ thereby stimulating an optimum performance in a
‗Stress-Free Performance Zone.‘
The ‗test-taker centric‘ method of testing also warrants ‗Positive Wash back‘ on ‗Learning.‘ The researcher feels that
‗Positive Wash back‘ would vent ‗Consequential Validity‘ as re-iterated by Bailey(1999:4) ― More recently, Bachman and
Palmer(1996,pp.29-35) have discussed ‗Wash back‘ as a subset of a test‘s impact on society, educational systems and
individuals. The researcher emphasizes that the test would incur positive effects on the ‗test-taker‘ pertaining to the
enhancement of ‗Writing skills‘ and its sub-skills.
The preparation of ‗Comic Strips‘ while enhancing the acquisition of ‗Writing skills‘ also sharpens the acquisition of
‗Listening‘, ‗Speaking‘ and ‗Reading‘ skills of English.
The acquisition of effective ‗Sentence construction skills‘ through the preparation of ‗Comic Strips‘ would enable the
‗test-taker‘ in the acquisition of some sub-skills of writing namely:
 skills of ‗Coherence' and ‗Cohesion.'
 ‗Paragraphing‘ skills
 ‗Report writing‘ skills
 ‗Creative Writing‘ skills and
 ‗Poetry Writing‘ skills
The researcher accentuates that the method of testing while evidencing the proficiency of the ‗test-takers‘ ‗writing‘
skills would make them employable by offering them an edge over their contemporaries in Job Interviews. In addition to
which the method of testing ameliorates the first generation and marginalized ‗test-takers.‘ The sociolinguistically
challenged ‗test-takers‘ would feel at home with the method of testing thereby adhering to the concept of ‗No Retention‘
Policy. The researcher asserts that the method of testing warrants ‗Consequential Validity.‘
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Recommendations
The study recommends the following suggestions:
1. Comic Strips could be widely used to measure the four major skills of English and its sub-skills.
2. The method of testing could be widely used for marginalized and first generation ‗test-takers‘ thereby addressing
the concerns of ‗Social Inclusivity.‘
3. The method of testing could be used alongside ‗Paper-and-Pencil‘ test instead of replacing the same.
4. A gender-based study on the topic could be undertaken to ascertain the difference in the performance of the
genders.
5. The method of testing should be administered at the primary level also.
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MULK RAJ ANAND’S UNTOUCHABLE- REBELLIOUS SAGA
Geeta Lakhotra
Assistant Professor of English, GDC, Samba

Abstract
Before independence or with the advent of post independence era in India a new revolution struck, that revolution came with
efforts of those path-breaker who worked to alleviate the worst condition of depressed class. Although these leaders were inspired by
the social reformers like Vidya Sagar, JyotiPule, Raja Mohan Rai and B.R. Ambedkar yet, they took over the responsibility and carrying
out their works for bringing at par the privileged and depressed class with upper class. Whosoever talked about to improve the condition
were belonged to Political Domains, but as soon as the movement for equality gained momentum, the writers plunged into contributing
in it. They brought forward the struggle of under privileged, their endurance, deprivation, penury, unhygienic life and made environment
favourable for their social development. The writers like Gopalcharaya, Mulk Raj Anand exposed the deprivation of depressed class in
the hands of the upper section. Mulk Raj Anand became champions of depressed class. He took the theme of poverty in one novel and
sensitizes society about the burning issue of untouchability in another novel. By and By he brought his main focus on suppression,
subjection in subdued class. He was the first to use word Dalit in his writing, but he did not coin the word. In place of nomenclature Dalit,
he used local names of castes. These local names are Bangi, Chamars, chandal. Mulk Raj Anand won the title of “Prophet of
underdogs”.
Keywords: Depressed Class Privileged one, suppression, untouchability

Introduction
In India writing, numerous writers exhibited the dark
world of evils. They attempted to do so as they have a
strong desire to do away with all the evils in society.
MulkRaj Anand picturised the lives of underprivileged in
writing as he emphasised upon that literature is a reflection
of society. It is literature only which aware society of its
obnoxious culture and privileges. Right from the ancient
time's Indian society has remained caste- dominated. The
people divided into various castes and sub-castes.
Basically, the structure of Indian society constitutes the
caste system. In caste hierarchy, Brahmins occupies the
upper ladder. They look as the holy-scriptures reader and
their propagator. In second place comes the warrior class
they are called as Khasistrya. The third place is taken up
by Vasiashya class i.e. framers. They are a tiller of land.
Their main occupation is to produce agriculture products.
Shudders stand at ranked fourth, they are believed as
‗children of lesser god‘. This class covers those people
who are the employer of the upper class. So this class is
known as Dalits to whom upper class prohibited to touch.
The lower section covers sweepers, washerman, water
carrier and other labours. This under-privileged class are
not entitled to have privilege, rights and duty. They spent
their life like orphans. They have established their colonies
far from the settlement of upper-class colonies. The high
caste Hindu portrays lower section in negation and urges
lower section having polluted blood in their veins. Above all
upper-class consoles depressed class by saying that, it is
their karma i.e. deeds of their last birth. Whosoever sins in
present life would take birth as untouchable in next birth.
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Untouchables are doomed, the concept of caste system
had begun in the time of Manu, it grew gradually and
became an essential part of society. It influenced society
substantially. It spreads in society at such level that it
remained ingrained in the minds of Indian people. Due to
this the caste system has been carried forward in the
present times. In modern age when Britishers colonized
the country, along with colonization that did one
extraordinary job, i.e. they emphasized over spreading
English Education. This language worked like the catalyst
in the promotion of unity in the country, the unity that came
in India has come using English language only. This new
unity gave a sound push to narrowism prevalent in the
caste system. Britishers introduced English in the hope of
inducting natives into East India Company as clerks. Indian
who has been embraced with the castes since ages still
evinced reluctant to leave them. By the turn of the 20 th
century, the English language produced intellectuals. They
worked for the betterment of society. One such intellectual
was Mulk Raj Anand; an Avant granted in English fiction.
Mulk Raj Anand belonged to a pre-post-independence era,
or tit can be said he was one of those writers who were
pioneers in the field of English literature. He was
propagator too in spreading English in India. His promotion
for reading English novels provided him with an elevating
place in English writing in India. Mulk Raj Anand gives
voice to the depressed class. He, Unlike other, fiction
writer does not concentrate on the love-hate relationship
between male and female whereas he creates those works
which trigger off controversy in all section of society. He
coupled Dalit voice with the contemporary movement of
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Indian independence from the foreigner rule. Mulk Ray
Anand has picked up such sensitive issue of untouchability
that no one has shown dare to pick up before him. He
produces numerous novels. In them, ―Coolie‖, and
―Untouchable‖ explore the dark world of untouchable and
also based on the story of the hard reality of untouchability
and suffering of Dalits on the name of untouchability when
this novel came in 1935 it was received with furrows and
controversy. Mulk Ray Anand countered controversy and
prepared the reader to appreciate it. Whatever the writer
Anand talked on the depressed class he talked through his
mouthpiece Bakha. A Critic interpreted the character of
Bakha in the light of heinous practise untouchability. He
wrote, "The Social evil has been highlighted through the
study of mind and soul of Bakha, The protagonists, an
eighteen years old sweeper boy‖ (58)1. Bahka is the
leading character. He gave the picture of docility, and he
performs every task whatever he is being asked. He never
refuses anyone especially to Charat Singh, an army
personal staying at Army Quarters, He called Bakha for
cleaning latrines. Bakha, having strong body sometimes
wants to indulge in indolence whenever he spends his time
in cosy blanket in the morning his father Lakha reproved
and abused him. Bakha belonged to sweeper community,
having a repugnance for his job and wanted to read and
write. He wanted to fulfil his dreams, but as ill luck would
have it in Buldanshar, education for a child like Bakha is a
distant dream as untouchability are prohibited any
depressed class to attend any school as their touch may
pollute the children of high class. Sometimes Bakha
noticed the school going children and felt a strong crave to
attend school. To acquire education he found another
agency that agency is private tuition. For that, he hired a
private tutor was a child like him. Bakha used to play
hockey with them. During playing game, he became the
friend to the boys, and one of the boys agreed to deliver
him a lesson on the small amount of payment. The
conversation shows how Bakha convinced the boy for
private tuition. He says ―Babaji; he said addressing the
elder boys " in which class are you now? In the fifth
standard, the boy answered, surely now you know enough
to teach. Yes, the boys replied then do you think it will be
too much trouble for you to give me a lesson a day. Seeing
the boy in trouble, Bakha added ‗I shall pay you for it‖
(42)2. Bakha‘s efforts for acquiring education proved a
disaster when a small brother of his tuition teacher got
injured in a match. Bakha found the child in miserable
condition when he saw him no longer in pain he patience
left him he carried him inside the house where his mother
a typical ardent follower of caste screamed over him. " You
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eater of your master, you dirty sweeper, what have you
done? You have defiled my house, Get away, get away
May you die" (106)3.
Mulk Raj Anand through this occurrence criticized
caste psychology in the society where humans are inferior
beings, and animals treated better than humans. Bakha
longed to have education, and when no one turns up for
his assistance he procured an opportunity for himself, but it
is purely his luck that disfavour him moreover it is a
handiwork of society that hindered Bakha to achieve his
goal. Society played a negative role. Apart from it, Bakha
is at one place failed to get the education and another
place he faces unsympathetic behaviour from every corner
especially for his father. His father Lakha once sweeper
preferred another son Rakha to Bakha. Bakha‘s father
often abused him on those occasions when Bakha wanted
to enjoy some private moments of his life. Father abused
―Get up Bakha, you son of a pig‖4. Being a sensible child
he wondered on his father behaviour. Rakha his brother is
favourite of his father as he often brings left over meals
from the function. His father who loves to eat deliciously
praised Rakha like that ― I hope that the rascal brings
something nice from the barracks‖ (68)5. Bakha faces a
struggle at two fronts one from his family; his family looked
him a careless and irresponsible the other front is society.
Indian society uses every possible mean to suppress his
soul. Society has succeeded in blocking the road of
success for Bakha. Bakha who is a victim of Caste politics
could not pay back he just let it pass like any other
unavoidable circumstance of his life. A high caste Pandit
scolded him in front of the crowd when he failed to give
warning of his approach. Bakha used to say like this
―Posh, Posh, Sweeper‖ (46)6. This time he was so
observed in having freshly cooked Jalebi. He hardly took
notice of high caste man approach towards him he collided
with him after this Bakha was under verbal attack of
abuses and sneers. Bakha could not bear the taunts and
felt the tears have made moist his entire being. Mulk Raj
Anand exposed the hard realities of a society where Bakha
like people always gets scolding without committing the
mistake. If the sweeper touched anyone, the touched
person becomes polluted. Either the sweeper touches the
upper class, or the upper class comes in physical contact
with sweeper incidentally the blame always falls over lower
class‘s head why it happens only with a lower section not
with upper class whereas they were scot free. This
scolding was enough to shake his soul. He was still in the
grip of pain when another incidence caught him. This
incidence revolves around her sister Sohni. Sohni is a
heroine of the story, She does not act like any other
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conventional heroines, but she has charm and dutifulness
behaviour. She is a pretty looking girl. It is her prettiness
that made her prey of anyone's eyes.
Pandit found her attractive and employed her to
sweep the temple‘s courtyard. When she was the
sweeping courtyard, Pandit came to her with ill-intention.
He tried to molest her, but Sohni incarnation of modesty
refused to succumb under pandit‘s pressure and raised the
alarm. When Pandit realized the gravity of the situation, he
changed his tone and began to shout "Polluted, Polluted,
Polluted. A temple can be polluted according to the holy
books by a low caste man coming within 69 yards of it‖
(53)7. Mulk Raj Anand brought a dark reality of a society
where Pandit are always regarded next to God, but
Pandits like this are bent upon to tarnish the image of the
priesthood in society. He did not think for a moment before
laying his hands on Sohini‘s honour, and on her refusal, he
changed the strategies he punished Sohini by shouting
words like polluted whereas Sohini did not touch him only
he did it. Bakha who was the mute spectator of entire
incidence convinced his sister to leave the place. Bakha
pondered over his problem and raised the question to his
being like why he is treated like this why he is discarded on
the name of caste? Why he is untouchable.
Bakha was in Dilemma; he wanted to live his life he
could not makes himself free from the chaos. The more he
tried to escape the chaos the more chaos ensnared him.
He longed to live in that society where socialism prevails,
where human always comes first castes come later. Bakha
had been becoming a butt of abusing first from his father
and from the man with whom he brushed in the market in
the morning, later on, that lady who flung him rotis to him
through her window, after this affair he got thrashing from
Pandit. He fed with these constraints and wanted to
overcome from this confusion. The things around him
mesmerized him, so he began to move towards town. As
he reached the town, he came to know Mahatma Gandhi is
coming for speech. He had heard about Gandhi before this
time; he wanted to listen. With this intention, he entered
into the place where he was about to deliver the speech.
Gandhi delivered. He told sweeper does not need to clean
the dung of human beings, a machine has come and every
soon this machine will be taken over the job of cleaning of
Dung and sweeper community would be free to take up
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other jobs. So when there would be no cleaning of dung,
then there would be untouchable Bakha heard the words
of Mahatma and thrilled he released if the machine comes
he would no longer be called untouchable. The words of
Mahatma has given hope in his mind and decided he
would go home and inform his father about the machine
Mulk Raj put a vision in the eyes of Bakha and he must get
this dream shortly. This dream brings a new revolution and
no untouchable in India. Along with untouchable Mulk Raj
Anand talked about labour class who comes under the
category of have not they too bear the atrocities of rich
people . the rich use them and throw them. Munoo is the
example of this philosophy. By the mouth of Munoo Anand
uttered "the world is a place of rich and poor, have and
have- not" (18)8
Conclusion
Mulk Raj Anand depicted a saga of heroism through
the character Bakha. Bakha is an unconventional antihero. He lacks certain qualities of super heroes, but he
admired by all as he craved a niche himself when he
realised he would not be called as untouchable because
Mahatama has told about a machine. Bakha is one of the
inspiring mouthpieces of Anand who starts his day like
naïve, but he emerges a rebel. His rebellious attitude came
to the front when society put down him doubly. He finds
redemption and a saviour in Mahatma Gandhi.
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